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R E M I N D E R 
 

All QOS Members and Affiliated Societies are reminded of our 75th Anniversary Dinner 
 

Saturday, 11th July 2009.   Commencing 6.30pm for 7pm. 
 

The Venue is Reflections Room 
Pacific Golf Club 

430 Pine Mountain Road 
Carindale 

 
An excellent Menu has been arranged 

Entertainment – A Bush Poet/Comedienne 
Plenty of Door Prizes and Souvenirs 

The subsidised cost of $30 each is payable as soon as possible 
Those Members wishing to attend are asked to contact the Secretary without delay. 



 

 

QUEENSLAND ORCHID SOCIETY INC. 
Greenslopes Bowls Club, 131 Ridge Street, Greenslopes 

GENERAL MEETING MINUTES  Monday 11th May, 2009 
 

The President, Christene Dennis declared the General Meeting opened at 8.00.pm 
 
Welcome   Members, Visitors and Judges  
The Judges were- B Kable, D Nitschinsk, I Vescovi, M Billiau, J Buckley, H Edwards. 
Student Judges were –Kay Buhse, David Buhse, Lyn Calligros 
The Guest Speaker this evening was Mr. Paul Fischer.   Paul is from Neutrog Organic Products. 
The Guest Society attending this evening was Eastern Districts Orchid Society. 
 
Apologies as per the attendance book. 
Members were asked to please sign the Attendance Register for insurance purposes. 
 
Raffle   Members were reminded to buy their raffle tickets. The Prizes were orchid plants, Paphs. Phallies, Australian Natives, 
and others, also sundry items which are on the table. 
 
Minutes of the April 2009 meeting, as published in the Bulletin, were confirmed on the motion of Graham Walker, and  
seconded by Ron Horsey. 
 
Financial Report - Nick Woolley our Treasurer presented  the Financial Report for the month of April 2009.    This was  
accepted on the motion of Nick Woolley and Seconded by Graham Walker.      
A copy of the Financial Report and some financial details on the Show were on the notice board. 
 
Please add your name to the ANNIVERSARY DINNER list, or phone Maree on 3800 3213 if you have not already done so. 
Now is the time to make your Dinner payments to Nick.   The subsidised cost of the dinner is $30 each person. 
Date - Saturday, 11th July.  Time - 6.30 pm for 7 pm.  Where - At the Pacific Golf Club, 430 Pine Mountain Road, Carindale. 
 
New Members -  There were four applications for Membership 
Laurie Baxter & Val Marsden from Ormeau. 
Wolfgang Strube from Horticultural Solutions, Capalaba 
Dr. Richard & Mrs Christene Phillips from Elanora 
Adrian Bergstrum from Waterford West 
Their acceptance as members was moved by MARGARET TIERNEY and seconded by KRIS WALKER. 
Welcome to Laurie & Val, Wolfgang, Richard & Christene & Adrian 
 
Correspondence – Your Committee has attended to the routine Correspondence this month.   Advertisements for shows were on 
the Notice Board. 
 
SHOWS 
Oasis Winter Orchid & Garden Expo, 23/24 May at Oasis Shopping Centre, Cnr Surf & Charles Ave, Broadbeach 
North Moreton Qld Orchid Council, 27/28 June at Mt. Coot-tha 
 
QOS Award Certificates presented this evening were: 
J & M McCubbin  FCC  (First Class Certificate) Vanda coerulea ‘True Blue’ 
Graham McKay  HCC        Phal. Memoria Liu Jin-Chyuan ‘Warrigal’ 
 
 
AOC Award Certificates presented were:  
Graham McKay  HCC  Phal. Memoria Liu Jin-Chyuan ‘Warrigal’ 
      HCC  Phal. Baldan’s Kaleidoscope ‘Golden Treasure’ 
      HCC  Phal. Taida Sunflower Diamond ‘Warrigal’ 
      HCC  Phal. amabilis ‘Warrigal’  
      AM  Phal. amabilis ‘Ben Yu’ 
 
The Eastern Districts Orchid Society was well represented at the meeting, with a very good range of flowering orchids on their 
table.   President, Barry Kable, gave an interesting commentary on their activities. 
 
AWARD JUDGING:  Two plants were put up for an Award.  Each received an HCC (Highly Commended Certificate) 
Dtps. KV Charmer   77.80 points         Graham McKay 
Phal. Cassandra x Phal. (Ever-Spring x Cassandra) 79.83 pts   Graham McKay 
Unregistered grex 
 
SUPPER ARRANGEMENTS:  The Greenslopes Bowls Club has provided us, at a cost, with tea and coffee making equipment, 
tea, coffee and milk and a supply of biscuits in small packets.  We are no longer permitted to bring food or drink into the hall. 



Our Guest Speaker, Mr. Paul Fischer from Neutrog Organic Products gave us an interesting report on their chicken poo based 
range of fertilisers.   The range includes “STRIKE B ACK FOR ORCHIDS”, “SUDDEN IMPACT FOR ROSES”, “SUDDEN 
IMPACT FOR LAWNS”, “BOUNCE BACK” and “RAPID RAISER” as well as “SEAMUNGUS”.   Their pre-packaging treat-
ment effectively removes 95% of the odour. There is a comprehensive catalogue of products with easy to follow tips of which to 
use in each of the four seasons.  Though not an orchid grower himself, Paul quite ably answered the questions posed by our 
members.   GRAHAM WALKER said he uses and recommends “STRIKE BACK FOR ORCHIDS”.   These products are 
available at BUNNINGS and MITRETEN.   At the end of the meeting our members lined up for free sample bags loaded with 
400 gram packs which they gratefully received. 

 
Benching Results – Gary Yong Gee gave an interesting plant commentary, which included the Plant of Interest, Barkeria  

lindleyana owned by Reg McIlwain. 
The Judges choices were: 
Hybrid – Vanda Brighton’s Two Tone owned by our new member Adrian Bergstrum 
Species – Paph. praestans owned by Les Vickers. 

 
Raffle -   Six lucky members participated in the draw, and selected prizes from the plants etc on the bench.   Likewise the win-
ners of the Judges’ Choice and the three placegetters from the Guest Society. 
 
The Lucky Exhibitor was Margaret Tierney, who also selected a prize. 
 
Thanks to Members and Visitors for attending.   Thanks to Judges, Exhibitors, the raffle ticket seller and people who helped to 
set up the hall. 
Members were asked to please assist in getting the hall back into order. 

 
NEXT GENERAL MEETING IS ON Monday 8th June, 2009 at 8pm Greenslopes Bowls Club. 

 
Meeting Closed 9.45.pm 

 
Special Interest Plant of the Month –MAY 2009 
 
PLANT NAME: Barkeria lindleyana 

 

EXHIBITOR:  Reg McIlwain 
 
OWNERS COMMENTS 
Housing: Open bush house with 50% shade cloth roof.   Good air movement at all times. 
 
Watering:  Watered about every three days during summer and once weekly in winter.  If dry 
westerly winds blow, plant is watered more often. 
 
Feeding Programme: Blood & bone and dolomite are included in the mix as well as regular fertilizing every three weeks. 
 
Potting Medium:  The potting medium is bark, perlite, and cocoanut husk mix.   Unlike some other Barkeria types, this plant 
keeps its roots in the pot. 
Other Cultural Comments: The plant looses some leaves in cool weather, but a few leaves stay on the plant. 
 
KEVIN COOPER’S COMMENTS: There were eleven flowers on two spikes, clean white blooms.   I thought it produced a 
good show for a small plant. 

Vale Vic Miscamble 

 
It is with sadness that we record the passing of a long standing member of our society. Vic was an AOC/QOS judge for many 
years. He joined QOS in February of 1980 and was a member until 2005. He was a life member of the Tweed District Orchid 
Society and in 1995 he took over as Registrar of the Far North Coast Regional Orchid Judging Panel. He accumulated a wealth 
of knowledge and tried to pass this same knowledge on to fellow orchid growers, fellow judges and student judges. He ran judg-
ing classes, striving to teach perfection. 
 
His other interests were collecting shells, discus fish, nepenthes & fishing. Vic was a well traveled gentleman. His trips took him 
to SE Asia, South America, South Africa, Papua New Guinea. Two big fishing trips saw him travel to the Gulf of Carpentaria 
and to Western Australia. 
 
His career with the Fire Brigade was long standing. The legacy he left them was his implementation of procedures 
that are still used by the service today. Vic also served his country. 
Vic Miscamble was well known in the orchid world. His passing leaves a huge gap that may never be replaced. 
Our sympathies go to his wife Sue and all the members of his family. 



 

 

 
 
  

JUDGES’ CHOICE - HYBRID: 
1 V. Brighton's Two Tone      Bergstrum A 
2 Rsc. (Blc.) Erin Kobayashi 'Lahina Gold'  Doyle J & P 
3 Den. Topaz Dream        McIlwain R & T 
 
JUDGES’ CHOICE – SPECIES: 
1 Paph. praestans 'Tania'       Vickers L 
2 Den. goldschmidtianum       Williams W 
3 Coel. trinervis         Yong Gee G 
 
GUEST SOCIETY 1 Eastern District Orchid Society: 
1 Paph. Maudiae 'The Queen'     Locke E 
2 Phrag. Gargoyle        Kable B & A 
3 Epi. ciliare 'Maree'        Locke E 
 
CATTLEYA EXHIBITION OVER 90mm: 
1 Rsc. (Blc.) Erin Kobayashi 'Lahini Gold'  Doyle J & P 
2 Rsc. Burdekin Trader   *          Illingworth R&M 
 
CATTLEYA NON-EXHIBITION: 
1 (Ctt. Lutiaca x Gsl. Kauai Starbright) x (Lc. Puppy Love x 
C. loddigesii)         Jenkins T 
2 Sc. Makai          Jenkins T 
3 Sc. Cherry Bee             Illingworth R&M 
 
DENDROBIUM: 
1 Den. Alice's Silveno       Horsey K & M 
2 Den. Blue Mac             Illingworth R&M 
 
PAPHIOPEDILUM EXHIBITION: 
1 Paph. Whimsical        Tierney M 
2 Paph. (Neil Penny 'Pinkey' x Frosty White 'Fog')  
            Tierney M 
3 Paph. (Royale 'Downlands' x Levity 'Glace')  
            Tierney M 

PAPHIOPEDILUM OTHER: 
1 Paph. Transvaal 'Celenthe'      Vickers L 
2 Paph. (Hsinying Almachi x Janet Kunkle)  Tierney M 
3 Paph. (Mod Maud x Pulsar)     Vickers L 
 

ONCIDIUM ALLIANCE: 
1 Onc. Sharry Baby 'Sweet Fragrance'   Jenkins T 
2 Mtdm. Bartley Schwarz ‘Highland'    Jenkins T 
 

VANDACEOUS: 
1 V. Brighton's Two Tone      Bergstrum A 
2 Ren. Merriitt Island        Vickers L 
3 V. Fuchs Fuchsia x Ascda. Kultana Gold Spot  
            Illingworth R&M 
 

ANY OTHER GENERA: 
1 Z. Blue Lake 'Atlantis'       Bulmer N 
2 Phrag. Green Hornet       Tierney M 
3 Spa. Caity-Brook       Illingworth R&M 
 

SPECIES SYMPODIAL: 
1 Paph. praestans 'Tania'       Vickers L 
2 Den. goldschmidtianum       Williams W 
3 Coel. trinervis         Yong Gee G 
 

SPECIES OTHER: 
1 Angcm. leonis         McIlwain R&T 
 

AUSTRALIAN NATIVE SPECIES: 
1 Liparis condylobulbon       Gibbard A & A 
2 Diplodium alveata        McIlwain R&T 
3 Diplodium obtusum        Yong Gee G 
 

AUSTRALIAN NATIVE HYBRID: 
1 Den. Topaz Dream        McIlwain R&T 
2 Taurantha furcillata       McIlwain R&T 

SISTER SOCIETY – PEEL REGION ORCHID SOCIETY, W.A. 
 
At our Easter Show we had visitors, Fran & John Gilbertson, from the Peel Region Orchid Society in  
Western Australia.   Fran & John then attended our April general meeting.   We found Fran & John to be 
interesting, knowledgeable and easy to get along with. 
 
We discussed the idea of QOS & Peel Region Society becoming “Sister Societies”. 
This would mean that QOS would host their members who were visiting Brisbane and Peel Region would 
do the same for our members visiting Perth.   We would also exchange Newsletters and pass on any items 
of interest. 
 
The Peel Region Orchid Society is situated in Mandurah which is on the way south from Perth and an ideal 
place to stop on the way to the Margaret River wine and food district. 
 
The President of this Society, Mr. Ian Gilmore, emailed us and invited any of our members, who might be 
in the vicinity, to attend a Peel Region meeting which is held on the first Wednesday of the month at 
7.30pm, or to just stop off for a cuppa and a chat. 
If anyone is interested in taking up this kind offer, or would like to pass on interesting information, please 
ring Maree who will supply phone numbers or email addresses. 



   Photography by Jim McCubbin 

Judges Choice : Hybrid Judges Choice : Species 

Plant :-    Paph. praestans 'Tania'  
Grower :-    Vickers L 

Plant :-  V. Brighton's Two Tone  
Grower :-  Bergstrum A 

Plant :-  Angcm. leonis 
Grower :- McIlwain R&T 

Plant :-  Paph. Maudiae ‘The Queen’ 
Grower :- Locke E 

Plant:-  (Ctt. Lutiaca x Gsl. Kauai 
Starbright) x(Lc. Puppy Love x C. loddi-

gesii)  Jenkins T 
 

Plant:-  Rsc. (Blc.) Erin Kobayashi  
       'Lahini Gold'  
Grower:- Doyle J & P 

Plant :-  Paph. Transvaal ‘Celenthe’ 
Grower:- Vickers L 

Plant :-  Liparis condylobulbon  
Grower :- Gibbard A & A 

Plant :-  Den. Alice's Silveno  
Grower :- Horsey K & M 

Plant :-   Z. Blue Lake 'Atlantis'  
Grower :-  Bulmer N 

Plant :-  Paph. Whimsical 
Grower :- Tierney M 



 

 

Vanilla Planifolia 

 
Vanilla is an orchid. There are about 60 species scattered around the globe, but most are not suitable for the  
production of vanilla beans. This culinary delight which is found in delicatessens is a black, shrivelled bean carrying 
a very expensive price tag. When you know what is entailed in producing this bean you will realise why is it the  
second most expensive spice in the world - topped only by Saffron. 
Vanilla - The Flavouring 
What you regularly use in your kitchen is most likely "Imitation Vanilla", a mixture made from synthetic substances 
which imitate the vanilla smell and flavour. This often contains propylene glycol which is also found in automotive 
antifreeze! It is mass produced and relatively cheap but, of course, not in the same class as true vanilla extract. 
Vanilla - Some History 
Vanilla planifolia is indigenous to Mexico and may have been used up to 1000 years ago by the Totonac tribe as a 
flavouring. The Tontonacas still grow vines with almost religious devotion because to them it was the gift of the 
gods. It is not uncommon to have a few vines growing around their houses. These are watered every day as if they 
were the Tontonacas most valuable possession. The vanilla beans were used as a tribute to the Emperor of the Aztecs. 
In 1518 the Spanish Conquistador, Herman Cortez , met with Emperor Montezuma while seeking treasures of the 
New World. He  observed that the Emperor enjoyed a royal beverage of vanilla scented chocolate, Chocolatl 
(sometimes referred to as "tlilxochitl" or "xoco-latl"). Cortez was so impressed by this regal drink that when he  
returned to Europe, he took bags of cocoa and vanilla along with the gold, silver and jewels of Montezuma's fallen 
empire. Within half a century, Spanish factories were preparing vanilla-flavoured chocolate. For quite some time the 
Europeans continued to use vanilla only in combination with the cocoa bean. By 1602 vanilla began to be used as a 
flavouring on its own - the suggestion of Queen Elizabeth's apothecary, Hugh Morgan. From then vanilla soared in 
popularity and became more famous than chocolate or any other flavour known before or since. For more than 300 
years after its discovery by Cortez, vanilla was produced only in its native Mexico. 
Plants were tried in many countries but the orchids never bore fruit. The mystery was not solved until 1836 when a 
Belgian named Charles Morren found that common insects could not pollinate the orchid. He observed that a tiny 
bee, the Melipone, which is found only in the vanilla districts of Mexico, is uniquely equipped to pollinate the  
flowers. The bee did not survive outside Mexico and so Morren developed a method of hand-pollinating the vanilla 
blossoms. Soon after this discovery, the French started to cultivate vanilla on many of their islands in the Indian 
Ocean, East and West Indies and Oceania; the Dutch planted it in Indonesia; and the British took it to southern India. 
Eventually the French took vanilla to Reunion, an island off Madagascar. There,a former slave named Edmond  
Albius perfected a quick and simple method of hand-pollination which is still used to this day. This was the  
impetus of major cultivation in the Indian Ocean area. Vanilla is grown commercially even further afield. Seventy-
five percent of today's production is from Madagascar, Cormoro and Reunion islands. Scientists are working to  
improve the vanilla flavour and use tissue culture to propagate plants. 
Vanilla - The Aphrodisiac  
Vanilla is a pleasant, aromatic aphrodisiac, and may possess magical influences in physical energy as well as love. 
Old Totonac lore has it that Xanat, the young daughter of the Mexican fertility goddess, loved a Totonac youth.  
Unable to marry him due to her divine nature, she transformed herself into a plant that would provide pleasure and 
happiness. She became the vanilla orchid so that she could forever belong to her human love and his people. The  
local people still celebrate the Vanilla Festival at the end of the harvest with dances and feasts. 
 
Vanilla - The Orchid  
There are about 60 species but the one used for commercial purposes is Vanilla planifolia (formerly known as  
Vanilla fragrans). It is a robust, climbing vine producing a single leathery leaf about 12cm long at each node together 
with its roots which cling tenaciously to its host tree or, in cultivation, trellis. The vine itself can be 20mm in  
diameter. Vanilla planifolia comes in two varieties - the plain and the variegated form. The plant usually does not 
flower until at least 3 metres tall and it can reach a size of 20 metres and more. Very few orchid growers will have 
retained that piece of plant someone gave them long enough to mature, let alone see the flower. Vanilla planifolia 
hails from Mexico.Other commercially cultivated members of the genus are Vanilla pompona, found in the West  
Indies; and Vanilla tahitensis which is found in Tahiti. However there is another species, Vanilla barbellata, a  
leafless form which was (is?) found in south Florida and the Bahamas. It produces extremely small leaves which  
often quickly fall off leaving the bare vine. 
Vanilla - The Flower  
The flowers are small lily-like, greenish-yellow in colour, about 40mm x 60mm in size, and develop in axillary ra-
cemes. There are usually about 20 flowers on a raceme but many more have been known to occur. Usually only one 
flower in a raceme opens in a day, with the entire flowering period of the raceme lasting an average of 24 days. The 
individual flower has three sepals and three petals, one of the petals being enlarged and modified to form the trum-
pet-like lip, and a central column comprised of the united stamen and pistil. The anther is at the apex of the column 



and hangs over the stigma, but a flap or rostellum separates them. The flower opens in the morning and closes in the 
afternoon, never to reopen. If it is not pollinated, it will shed the next day. The optimum time for pollination is mid-
morning. The vanilla flower is self-fertile, but incapable of self-pollination without the aid of an outside agency to 
either transfer the pollen from the anther to the stigma or to lift the flap or rostellum, then press the anther against the 
stigma. As stated earlier most of the commercial vanilla crop relies on hand-pollination and it is said that this  
accounts for half the total labour cost in vanilla production. Peak flowering is usually late winter or early spring. It is 
also reported that topping of the vanilla vine will force it to branch and flower earlier (after about 3 years). A good 
plant will produce optimum crops for about 7 or 8 years. 
Vanilla - The Bean  
The seed pod develops over a period of 8 to 9 months, and to about 200mm in length. The pod is green, plump and 
still immature. It does not have any aroma at this stage. A good vine can produce 100 pods per year.There are several 
methods of treating the pods to turn them into the black beans you know. They are dipped in hot water for two to 
three minutes, then sweated and dried, or the pods are spread on trays in the sun to heat for two to three hours, and 
then folded in blankets to sweat until the following morning. This process continues until the beans become pliable 
and are deep brown (this may take several months). The pods are then dried in well ventilated shade or drying rooms 
for a further two to four weeks.  
Vanilla - Cultural Needs  
If you still want to try your hand at growing and, ultimately making your own vanilla, here is the cultural  
requirements. (Not recommended for indoor culture due to size of the mature plant). Vanilla prefers a partially 
shaded location. Remember it grows naturally under the forest canopy, clinging to tree trunks. The temperature 
should be warm (around 30°C) and night temperatures not lower than around 15°C. Admittedly this is the optimum. 
As previously stated it grows here but the minimum and maximum temperatures exceed these figures. Vanilla prefers 
a moist climate. The humusy soil or potting medium should be kept evenly moist at all times. Humidity should be 
kept high, and, as with any orchid, good air circulation is essential. 
Pure Vanilla Extract liquid is made from vanilla beans, alcohol and water, with possibly sugar added. It must  
contain 35% alcohol. 
Natural Vanilla Flavour is a mix of pure vanilla extract and other natural substances extracted from natural sources 
other than the vanilla bean. 
Vanilla Flavour is a mix of pure vanilla extract and synthetic substances, most commonly vanillin. 
Imitation Vanilla is a mixture made from synthetic substances which imitate the vanilla small and flavour. 
Artificial Vanilla, also called lignin vanillin, is a by-product of the paper industry, chemically treated to resemble 
the taste of real vanilla. 
Ethyl Vanillin is an ingredient used in imitation vanilla which is three times as strong as artificial vanillin, and is a 
coal tar derivative.  
Vanilla - The Uses  
Vanilla complements cakes, puddings, cream, ice-cream, rice puddings, custard etc. But that high priced vanilla pod 
or bean can be used in place of that imitation vanilla: For cakes, puddings and sweets, keep a vanilla pod in a jar of 
sugar to be used for baking. Top up with more sugar and the same pod will perfume the added sugar for up to a year. 
For sauces, custards and ice-cream, infuse the milk with a vanilla pod (stand the pod in the hot milk until a  
satisfactory taste level is achieved). Afterwards the pod can be rinsed, dried and returned to an airtight container. The 
same method can be used for syrups and poached fruit. For a stronger flavour and authentic texture, the pod can be 
split open and the tiny black seeds used in the dish. For Crème chantilly, beat vanilla sugar into the cream or infuse a 
few tablespoons of milk with a vanilla pod and beat into the cream and sugar. To make Charlotte Russe, infuse a  
vanilla pod in the milk to make the decadently delicious dessert. 
 



 

 

The Queensland Orchid Society Inc. whose members contribute to this Bulletin, endeavour to assure the reliability of it’s  
contents. Any cultural advice provided is a guide only and may not suit individual growers. It is the responsibility of the  

individual to validate such advice before applying suggested methods. The Society welcomes potential members to come to the 
general meetings as our guests, & advise those wishing to join us that subscription fees are $20.00 for a single, $25.00 for a 

family. Other Orchid Societies interested in affiliating with us are advised that Society Affiliation is $30.00. 
Payable on the 1st January each year. 

Parting Quote 
As you go through life you are going to have many opportunities to keep your mouth shut. 

Take advantage of all of them !! 

 
 
 
06-07   Atherton.Tableland Orchid Society    Hosting the TQOC, Conference & Show 
                 Merrilands Hall, Atherton. 
27-28   North Moreton Qld. Orchid Council    Auditorium, Botanic Gardens, Mt Coot-tha. 
 

Errata. 
In the last edition, the photo labeled Stelis  

peliochyla was in fact Diplodium reflexum. 
Apologies to Gary Yong Gee, who is the  
owner of the plant. 

At the June meeting members will have the  
opportunity to see a presentation showing a 
selection of 2008 AOC Awards from around 
the country. 
Nick Woolley  will provide a commentary 
with additional information and highlight 
those plants that are not often seen on our 
benches. 

Q: Why are many coin banks shaped like pigs? 
A: Long ago, dishes and cookware in Europe were made of a dense orange clay called 'pygg.'  When people saved coins in jars 
made of this clay, the jars became known as 'pygg banks.'  When an English potter misunderstood the word, he made a bank that 
resembled a pig.  And it caught on. 
Q: Did you ever wonder why dimes, quarters and half dollars have notches, while pennies and nickels do not? 
A: The US Mint began putting notches on the edges of coins containing gold and silver to discourage holders from shaving off 
sma ll quantities of the precious metals.  Dimes, quarters and half dollars are notched because they used to contain silver.   
Pennies and nickels aren't notched because the metals they contain are not valuable enough to shave.. 

Vanilla Planifolia Scones 
 
INGREDIENTS 
2 cups vanilla Ice Cream 
2 cups SR Flour 
Pinch salt 
 

METHOD 
Slightly soften the Ice Cream 
Stir through the flour 
Spray muffin tray..lightly. 
(Large Muffin pan of 6) 
 
Bake at 200° for approx. 15 minutes 


